
Avantra frees up IT operational resources by automating best practice SAP 
management and enforcing compliance across the entire SAP stack. This 
kind of automation reduces the amount of manual work required to manage 
complex SAP systems by empowering people to focus on quick identification 
and resolution of issues.  Avantra specializes in automating repetitive 
activities like monitoring, reporting, audit, security and updates.

FULL-STACK AUTOMATION

Avantra provides insights that your team can instantly use and act on 
through the detection of anomalies across complex SAP landscapes as 

well as cloud based SaaS services. Our industry leading landscape insights 
integrate with our notification engine and ServiceNow for workflows to 

ensure the right person gets the right information at the right time. 

Avantra provides complete transparency across your business landscape 
including security, auditing, issues and updates via notifications, 
dashboards and SLA reports. With completely customizable options in 
all of these areas, Avantra is designed to be business facing, technical 
team facing and auditor facing.
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Start your journey to the self-healing 
enterprise with Build and Run automation for SAP
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Avantra is the industry-leading AIOps software platform for SAP operations: helping companies transform into a self-healing 

enterprise. Avantra helps SAP customers to improve business experience, performance, and compliance, focus valuable 

resources on digital transformation and reduce operational cost. Avantra delivers a unified operations platform, whether 

on-premises, in the cloud, SaaS or hybrid, for both Build and Run operations. Founded in Switzerland in 2000 with a global 

presence, Enterprises as well as Managed Service Providers trust Avantra to provide them unmatched intelligence and 

insight into their landscape health. Learn more at avantra.com.
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